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October 15 Centre Meeting
Lorne Avery: Molecular Clouds And Star Forming Regions.

Through a small optical telescope, the space between stars seems like an empty void. 
Telescopes that detect microwave radiation reveal a very different picture, and allow 
the study of interstellar molecules. This presentation will be about these molecules 
and what they tell us about the space between stars. The speaker will be Dr. Lome 
Avery of the Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics.

Carleton University Steacie Building room 103, at 8:00 pm.______________________

Event Horizons
Don't forget about the Observer of the Year award! Submit your observing log or 
notes to Glen Ledrew at the October Observers' Group meeting.

O ct 15 Centre M eeting-D r. Lorne Avery: Molecular clouds and star 
forming regions. Carleton University Steacie Building room 103, at 
8:00 pm.

Nov. 5 Observers' Group Meeting - Carleton University Steacie Building 
room 103, at 8:00 pm.

Nov. 9 Annual Dinner M eeting - Guest speaker: Carolyn Shoemaker. 
See advertisement for more information.
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Editorial Doug George
It's that time of year again!

It's time to name a new Observers' Group executive. The Ottawa Centre needs you.

Past experience has shown that it is sometimes difficult to fill all the positions. Many 
people seem to feel they're too busy, or don't know enough about astronomy.

Let's disabuse ourselves of such myths. The Chairman's and Vice-chairman's jobs are 
much more fun than being Treasurer or Secretary. Instead of shuffling paper, they get 
to meet the public and promote astronomy. When I was chairman, I particularly 
enjoyed organizing public and members' events.

The coordinators do not have to be experts in their fields. Most of the "old hats" 
learned on the job. A novice brings fresh ideas and enthusiasm. Both introductory 
and advanced presentations are needed at each meeting. A mix of experience levels is 
essential to maintain this balance.

You'll get a lot more out of the club if you put a little in. Try it.

Mars Observer
High-Gain Antenna 
(points at Jupiter)

Rear-View Mirror 
(for viewing Mars)

Face On Mars Sensor
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Doug GeorgeAnyone Got A Light?
It was a dark and stormy night. Literally.

A Monday, too.

I arrived at Sir Guy Carleton Secondary School, (wet) telescope in one hand, (wet) 
briefcase in another, (wet) eyepiece case in another... ok, so Mercedes was helping me. 
We were both wet.

It was my second class in Stargazing, an interest course in astronomy. Seven of ten 
students braved the elements, dodging car accidents, to expand their horizons, open 
their minds, and try not to fall asleep.

My first question to the class was: where's the projector?!?

"No problem," they said at the office, "the AV tech is sick, but we can probably find 
something". Little did I know what was in store...

The phone rings. There's a phone in here??? Where? Oh, on the wall. "Sorry," she 
said, "I found the projector, but there’s no cord." ”No problem ," I replied, "I have a 
plan." You see, gentle reader, planning for every contingency, I had cleverly stowed a 
slide projector in my van!

"Mercedes,” I said, "how would you like to trudge through the rain and get my 
projector?" "Oh thanks a loti” she snarls. But she goes anyway.

Meanwhile, I'm ad-libbing the early part of my presentation. No slides, but the 
telescope makes a good prop.

The projector arrives! I hurriedly plug it in, and load the slide tray. I switch it on... 
POP!!! o h  sh... Kodak 1, Doug 0.

No Problem! I have come prepared for every contingency! I have a spare bulb! "You 
must have been a Boy Scout," says one student, obviously impressed.

I deftly remove the old bulb, even managing not to burn myself! I drop in the new 
bulb, and try to latch it in. And try. And try. And try. Uh-oh.

Problem! Wrong bulb! Kodak 2, Doug 0.

"Gee Mercedes..."

"Yeah right, Doug!"

Grumbling, she wanders off to the office, in search of bulbs. A short time later, the 
administrator arrives, carrying something... Could it be?

No. Kodak 3, Doug 0.

Well... at least the telescope works. Too bad we couldn't use it.
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AstroSearch No. 3 Louise E. Whalen

Instructions Find words from the list below, vertically, horizontally, or diagonally, but 
always in a straight line. If a smaller word can be found on its own and as part of a 
longer word, for example, nova and supernova, they must both be circled if they are 
listed separately. The 23 unused letters will spell an astronomical term.

Word List

Crux
Dark
Dyne
Ellipse
Equator
Fomalhaut
Gegenschein
Gravity

Amor
Aurora
Brown
Carina

GUT
Helium
Hole
Ringlet

Cosmological
Lynx
Mare

Irene
Loci

Mechanics
Mira
Mizar
Nadir
Node
Octet
Open
Photon
Pollux
Prism
Rift
Roche

Lunar Ray

Seyfert's Sextet 
Spin
Stephan's Quintet 
Tail
Telescope
Triangulum
Troposphere
Tycho
Van Allen
VLBI
Watt
Wave
Zenith
Zero Age
Zodiac
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Annual Dinner Meeting Gary Mussar
Its is time once again for the Annual Dinner Meeting. It is hard to believe that a whole 
year has past us by. The dinner meeting this year will be held on Tuesday, November 
9th, 1993 in the Faculty Dining Room of Algonquin College's Woodroffe Campus at 
1385 Woodroffe Ave., Nepean.

I realize that holding the meeting on a Tuesday night rather than a Friday night may 
be inconvenient for some of you, however it was ncccssary in order that we could 
accommodate the busy schedule of our guest speaker, Carolyn Shoemaker. That's 
right, the same Carolyn Shoemaker of all those Shoemaker-Levy comets that you keep 
hearing about. Her co-discovery of comet Shoemaker-Levy 1993e in March of this year 
has been one of the most interesting finds in recent times. Her talk titled "Discovery!" 
promises to be quite stimulating.

Dinner meeting tickets will cost $27.00 this year and will be available at both the 
Observer's Group and Centre meetings in October. Tickets can also be purchased by 
mailing a cheque (payable to the R.A.S.C. Ottawa Centre Annual Dinner) to:

R.A.S.C. Ottawa Centre Annual Dinner, 
c/o Gary and RoseAnne Mussar 
144A Larkin Dr.,
Nepean, Ontario K 2J 1H7 
(613) 825-0751

Payment for all tickets must be received no later than Monday, November 1st. I would 
like to remind you that the hall can accommodate about 100 people and tickets will be 
sold on a first come - first served basis. It will NOT be possible to buy tickets at the 
door.

Our previous dinners at Algonquin have been excellent and we encourage everyone, 
especially new members, to attend. Guests of members are welcome.
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Tuesday, November 9, 1993
Cocktails: 6:00 PM Dinner: 7:00 PM
Algonquin College, Woodroffe Campus, 

Staff Dining Room

Tickets: $27.00

Speaker: World Renowned Astronomer

Carolyn Shoemaker

Tickets will be available from Gary and RoseAnne Mussar 
at the October Observers' Group and Centre Meetings.

Tickets may also be purchased by mail or phone: 
144A Larkin Drive, Nepean, Ontario, K2J 1H7 

(613) 825 - 0751

Tickets MUST be purchased by November 1st.
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Rldeau Ferry Observatory, Oct. 22 - 24 Rob Dick
Once again I am extending an invitation to members of the Ottawa Centre to visit my 
Observatory at Rideau Ferry, Ontario. It's about a one hour drive south of Ottawa off 
highway 15 between Smith Falls and Kingston.

The Observatory houses a 0.6 meter (24") Newtonian/Cassegrain telescope. There is 
ample room to meet and chat with people in the Observatory building or in the cottage 
that's about 100 meters away. The nights are cold so dress warmly.

The Open House begins on Friday night. I will be arriving at about 8 pm to open 
things up. Visitors may either camp in the field beside the observatory or 'crash' in the 
cottage if there is any room. Most Ottawa visitors usually drive back to the city at the 
end of the evening.

On Saturday most people woke late after a long night of either observing or talking. 
My solar telescope will be set up if the sky is clear. In the evening (6 pm) we usually 
head off to the Bass Lake Lodge for dinner returning to the Observatory at about 9 pm 
for observing. Most visitors leave on Sunday afternoon.

I hope to meet you there. Bring your own 'scope' to avoid line-ups.

September Observers Group Meeting Estelle Rother
Glen Ledrew opened the meeting at 8:20 with a welcome to all.

Rolf Meier showed parts of a video he had taken at Starfest. The photo CD session 
described the poor man's CCD. Kodak can scan a picture from film to get a digital 
image. The digital image can then be digitally enhanced through image processing. 
This is an alternative to chemical processing. There was also a beginner's 
astrophotography session. In another session, Peter Ceravolo described a better 
method for testing mirrors - interferometry.

At the telescope makers' exposition, Rolf filmed something that looked like an exercise 
machine. It was really something used to counter-balance binoculars. And CD 
players have been around long enough that people are using the parts for other things, 
including mirror testers. There was not much activity around the commercial 
displays. But there was a lot of activity at the swap tables. Terry Dickinson served as 
moderator for a panel discussion and Jack Newton gave the evening talk. Rolf also 
captured several Centre members on film.

Glen Ledrew talked about the telescope technical stuff beginners should be aware of. 
First of all, there is a lot of junk out there. Light reflecting off a surface or scattered 
off a rough surface at a shallow angle causes glare and results in reduced contrast. 
Reflectors have several design problems. There could be some unwanted light if the 
focuser is close to the top end of the telescope tube. Also, sky glow illuminates the 
front part of the tube. Some of this light may get to the eyepiece. To minimize these
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problems, make the front end of the telescope protrude farther. An open tube design is 
good for cooling, but stray light can enter the tube from the rear end so baffling is 
needed.

Schmidt-Cassegrain telescopes have different problems. Stray light results if there is 
no baffling around the secondary mirror. And light from the glass plate can reflect 
inside the tube. Add a fairly long dew shield. This minimizes sky glow and any extra 
light.

Refractors can also benefit from the use off a dew cap and baffling. Without baffling, 
light reflects off the inside of the main tube or the focuser tube. The inside of the 
focuser can be the worst source of unwanted light. The rough surface inside the tube 
also scatters light. A Barlow lens should also bo baffled.

Loto RASC, or the monthly draw for door prizes, followed Glen's talk.

Doug George reviewed EZ Fringe, software available from Ceravolo Optical Systems 
that uses interferogram data to tell you h ow good your telescope is. Peter uses a $6000 
package; EZ Fringe is an inexpensive alternative that displays a mirror's surface error. 
Using measurements off an interferogram using a plastic grid, the program can 
calculate the exact shape of the wavefront. No mirror is perfect. What really matters 
is the RMS (root-mean-square) error over the surface, which should be less than 1/12 
wave.

Rob Dick showed slides taken at the GA in Halifax. The GA was more than a 
business meeting. There were also talks and many side trips: trips on the Bluenose, to 
Peggy's Cove, to Lunenburg, and whale watching excursions. Next year, the GA will 
be held in St. Johns Newfoundland. And the year after, it will be held in Windsor. A 
lot goes on at council meetings. Rob reported that minutes from National Council 
meetings as well as minutes from the Ottawa Centre council meetings will be available 
in the library.

Several announcements followed. Paul Boltwood has the membership survey available 
on diskette (for IBM PC compatible machines). Brian McCullough thanked Rolf and 
Linda Meier for hosting the Center picnic. He also thanked all who helped with the 
star party at the Upper Canada Migratory Bird Sanctuary. Paul Comision reported 
that the 1994 calendars are now available at a cost of $7. And Glen reminded 
observers to bring in their observing logs and sketches to be considered for the 
Observer of the Year award.

The meeting closed at 10:15.
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Lagoon Nebula by Doug George
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New Address
The Centre has a new address, effective immediately: PO Box 33012, 1974 Baseline 
Road, Nepean, Ontario, K2C 0E0.
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